
Red River (Howard Hawks, 1948) 

 

 
 

Rivers of cattle – seas of cattle – oceans and waterfalls of cattle, caught, framed and edited 

with maximum expertise and effect and excitement. That’s the main memory you have of the 

movie: then you watch it, and you realise what you’ve blotted out – a score (by Dmitri 

Tiomkin, who was capable of much better), which is so Maverick-mundane, Bonanza-banal, 

and Rawhide-repetitive you assume either that he had no time to do the job properly, or that 

Hawks never got to hear it before it was recorded. Only when John Wayne approaches 

Montgomery Clift near the end with murder in his eyes, and Tiomkin gives us a pre-echo of 

High Noon, does the music do what movie music should do, and draw attention away from 

itself and towards what’s happening. 

 Someone suggested The Mutiny on the Bounty as a subtext for the plot. No way. The 

subtext for this plot is The Mayor of Casterbridge, with Wayne as Henchard, ruling through 

violence, fear and respect and often taking it too far, and Clift as Farfrae, ruling through 

persuasion and consensus and being a nice guy. It’s true that Wayne doesn’t sell his wife in 

the first reel, as Henchard does – but he does desert his woman, only to find in the next scene 

that’s the Indians have killed her. There’s an Abel Whittle, too, in Walter Brennan, the old-

timer who sticks by Wayne through thick and thin (mostly), even when he knows he’s wrong. 

 That’s it: except that they cop out. They kill neither Clift nor Wayne, but poor John 

Ireland, a character who, you realise as he drops out of frame, is there only as a doppelgänger 

for Clift, to be killed by Wayne (or is he killed? he’s so unimportant that Hawks forgets to tell 

us), in Clift’s place. 

 The other cop-out is Joanne Dru, the woman who relates to both, just as Lucetta relates to 

both Henchard and Farfrae, and who comes between them to stop them killing one another. 

Hawks is famous for his strong women – his insanely strong women, in the case of Hepburn 

in Bringing up Baby – but here he gets it wrong. Dru may wield a gun; may even scare her 

men by shooting bits off the woodwork – but she’s also a pain, so half-heartedly written and 

played in such an unfocussed way that we aren’t sure what motivates her. Compare the 

embarrassing Angie Dickinson in Rio Bravo. 

 Rather kill Wayne off and read the book over him – as he does to at least four of the other 

characters – than have him anticipate giving Joanne Dru away to Clift at the wedding. 

 

 


